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ABSTRACT: Spatial query is the core function of GIS analysis, t he query data is mostly geometric point, line, polygon
which has the location information and formatted query condition is a variety of spatial relationships. In spatial query
it has been changing the query process to give efficient results to solve real world applications. This survey focuses on
categorizing and reviewing the current progress on spatial query and their metrics and method.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
In the last decade we have different types of query
processing are taken place in spatial data.Spatial
Queryinvolves selecting features based on location or
spatial relationships, which requires processing of
spatial informat ion. For instance a question may be
raised about parcels within one mile of the freeway and
each parcel.

neighbours queries, range nearest-neighbour query,
group nearest neighbour queries, nearest surrounded
queries.
2. NEARES T NEIGHBOUR QUERIES:
An efficient branch-and –bound R-Tree
Traversal algorith ms to find the nearest neighbour
object to a point and then generalize it to find the knearest neighbours.In this using a R-trees data structure
as shown in figure 2(b) for a spatial data collection as
shown figure 2(a)[2].R-trees is a extension of B-Tree in
higher than one dimension. They combine most of the
nice features of both B-Tree and quad trees.Metrics are
1) MINDIST is a min imu m Distance of the object O
fro m P and 2) MINMAXDIST is a minimu m of the
maximu m possible distances from P to a face of the
MBR (min imal bounding rectangle) containing O.This
algorith m is an ordered Depth first traversal. It begins
with the R-tree root node and proceeds down the tree.

Fig 1: Land owners within a specified distance fro m the
parcel to be rezoned identified through spatial query
In this case, the answer can be obtained either
fro m a hardcopy mapor by using a GIS with the
required geographic information as shown in fig 1.
Let us take one spatial query examp le where a
request is submitted for rezoning, all owners whose land
is within a certain distance of all parcels that may be
rezoned must be notified for public hearing. A spatial
query is required to identify all parcels within the
specified distance. This process cannot be accomplished
without spatial information. In other wo rds, the attribute
table of the database alone does not provide sufficient
informat ion for solving problems that involve location.
Spatial query processing has been put forth on
Nearest Neighbour (NN) queries which p lay an
important role in decision making. Fo r instance, a
tourist information system supporting nearest neighbour
queries may assist tourists to find the nearest attractive
points of their interest. In the same way all-nearest© 2012, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved

Fig 2(a): Collection Bu ild
During the descending Phase, at each newly visited
non-leaf node. The algorith m co mputes the ordering
metric bound for all Its MBR’s and sorts them into
active Branch list. We than apply pruning strategies to
ABL to remove unnecessary branches. The algorithm
iterates on this ABL, until the ABL is empty. The first
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metric (MINDIST) Produces the most optimistic
ordering possible;whereas the-

Fig 2(b): The R-Tree
second metric (M INMAXDIST) produces the most
pessimistic ordering that ever need be considered. The
both metrics were to be valuable tools in effectively
directing and pruning the nearest neighbour search.
3. ALL-NEARES T-NEIGHBOUR
QUERIES:
ANN queries constitute a hybrid of nearest neighbour
search and spatial joins.We already given about NN and
Spatial join is the spatial jo in between two datasets A
and B finds the object pairs in the Cartesian product
A×B wh ich satisfy a spatial predicate, most commonly
intersect (assuming the datasets contain objects with
spatial extent)[3]. Depending on the existence of
indexes, different spatial jo in algorith ms can be applied.
The R-tree algorithm, proposed in [2], co mputes the
spatial jo in of two inputs indexed by R-trees. RJ
synchronously traverses both trees, starting from the
roots and following entry pairs wh ich intersect.
ANN is simply defined as follow,Given two
sets A and B of mu ltid imensional objects, the allnearest-neighbours (ANN) query retrieves for each
object in A its nearest neighbour in B.
Index based ANN method the main aim to
reduce the processing cost .It having several
methods,they are a) themultiple nearest neighbour
(MNN) algorith m can be considered as the counterpart
of index-nested-loops in relational databases. In
particular, MNN applies NNqueries (one for each point
in A) on R-t ree. The order of the NN queries is very
important since if two consecutive query points (of A)
are close to each other, a large percentage of pages from
R-Treeneeded during the second query will be in the
LRU memo ry buffer due to the first one.
b) In order to reduce the high computational
cost of MNN, we overcome by abatched NN (BNN)
method, wh ich retrieves the nearest neighbours for
mu ltip le points at a time. BNN splits the points from A
into a number of n groups GA1 , GA2 …GAn , such that
UGAi = A and ∀i,j , 1≤i<j≤n; GAi ∩GAj = ∅. Then for each
group, rootis traversed only once, reducing considerably
the number of d istance computations.
ANN on non- Indexed method that is a hashbased ANN algorith m.It having two phase (i) hashes
the points from A and B in spatial partit ions, (ii) loads
pairs <HA , HB >, HA ∈A, HB ∈B o f buckets covering the
same region and searches for each a i ∈HA its NN in HB .
In order to distribute the points evenly to the hash
buckets and using spatial hashing method. A fine
© 2012, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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regular grid that contains more cells than the number of
hash buckets is used to partition the points. Each bucket
contains mult iple t iles (i.e., grid cells) at different areas
of the space. Since HA and HB cover the same area, the
NN of each point a i ∈HA is likely to be in HB .
4. RANGE NEARES T NEIGHB OUR
QUERIES:
A range nearest-neighbour (RNN) query
retrieves the nearest neighbour (NN) fo r every point in a
range[4]. It is a natural generalization of point and
continuous nearest-neighbour queries and has many
applications. In this we consider the ranges as
rectangles and efficient in-memory p rocessing and
secondary memo ry pruning techniques for RNN queries
in both 2Dand high-dimensional spaces. These
techniques are generalized for kRNN queries, wh ich
return the k nearest neighbours for everypoint in the
range.
The algorith m taking a input as a query range
and output as a candidate setof RNN. The procedure
involved in this RNN is using BFS paradig m in that a
priority queue. The process run until queue is empty, in
that we are checking a minimu m d istance between
candidate and range is greater than or equal to
maximu m distance between a nodes to range. If
condition is true then we performing the face-based
pruning and call to the same function with a parameter
as new candidate set.
5. GROUP NEARES T NEIGHB OUR
QUERIES:
Given two sets of points P and Q, a group nearest
neighbour (GNN) query retrieves the point(s) of P with
the smallest sum of distances to all points in Q[5].
Consider, for instance, three users at locations q1 , q2 and
q 3 that want to find a meeting point (e.g., a restaurant);
the corresponding query returns the data point p that
minimizes the sum of Euclidean distances |pq i | for
1≤i≤3.
GNN queries are processing by three algorith ms. They
are
(1) Multi ple query method:The multiple query method
(MQM) utilizes the main idea of the threshold
algorithm, i.e., it performs incremental NN queries for
each point in Q and comb ines their results. For instance,
Consider Q having {q1, q2}), MQM retrieves the first
NN of q1 and co mpute the distance between p to q2.
Similarly, it finds the first NN of q2. The po int with the
minimu m sum of distances to all query points becomes
the current GNN of Q.
(2)Single point method:MQM may incur mu ltiple
accesses to the same node through different queries. To
avoid this problem, the single point method (SPM)
processes GNN queries by a single traversal. First, SPM
computes the centroid q of Q, wh ich is a point in space
with a small value of dist.(q,Q) (ideally, q is the point
with the min imu m dist.(q,Q)). The intuition behind this
approach is that the nearest neighbour is a point of P
"near" q. It remains to derive (i) the co mputation of q,
and (ii) the range around q in which we should look for
points of P, before we conclude that no better NN can
be found.
(3)Mini mum Boundi ng Method: The minimu m
bounding method (MBM ) performs a single query, but
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uses the minimu m bounding rectangle M of Q (instead
of the centroid q) to prune the search space.
Specifically, starting fro m the root of the Rtree for
dataset P, MBM visits only nodes that may contain
candidate points.
6. NEARES T S URROUNDER QUERIES:
Nearest Surrounder (NS), wh ich searches the nearest
surrounding spatial objects around a query point [6]. NS
query can be more useful than conventional nearest
neighbour (NN) query as NS query takes the object
orientation into consideration. To address this new type
of query, we are using angle-base bounding properties
and distance-bound properties of Rtree index. The
former has not been exp lored fo r conventional spatial
queries. With these identified properties, we are using
two algorith ms, namely, Sweep and Ripple . Sweep
searches surrounders according to their orientation,
while Ripp le searches surrounders ordered by their
distances to the query point. Both algorith ms can
deliver result incrementally with a single dataset
lookup.
A new class of spatial queries is the Nearest
Surrounder (NS) queries and its variant, the mu lti-tier
NS queries (mNS). These queries, searching the nearest
spatial objects surrounding a query point, are different
fro m the conventional NN queries which have been
extensively studied in the past decade. It having anglebased bounding properties and different search
strategies. Based on these we are using Sweep and
Ripple algorithms.
An NS query can be executed as a collect ion of
finer NS queries that search surrounds in disjointed
angular ranges. This allows us to employ appropriate
algorith ms in d ifferent angular ranges based on different
object distribution.
7. CONCULS ION:
This paper surveys the various spatial query,exp lains
how it will processed on a given query to reduce the
cost.In this survey we have different type of spatial
query techniques to solve the different real world
applications.Fro m this study, a basic method NN query
is involved in many query types and it is simp le to
develop.Further it can be extended in perspective of
various spatialqueries that can be applied on database.
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